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Abstract
In order to highlight the advantages of linear rational finite difference (LRFD) and half-sweep iteration methods, we investigate the numerical solution of the first-order linear Fredholm integro-differential
equation (FIDE) by implementing the Half-Sweep Successive OverRelaxation (HSSOR) method based on the 3-point LRFD (3LRFD)
and composite trapezoidal (CT) quadrature schemes. Meanwhile, for
the sake of comparison, the classical or the standard Full-Sweep GaussSeidel (FSGS) and Full-Sweep Successive Over-Relaxation (FSSOR)
methods are also presented as the control method. Finally, we introduce three numerical examples to verify that the HSSOR method
proposed in this paper is superior to the existing FSGS and FSSOR
methods, especially that the number of iterations and execution time
are significantly reduced.
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Introduction

Mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and many other disciplines involve
mathematical equation models, which include differential equations, integral
equations, integro-differential equations (IDEs), etc. [9, 15, 16, 17, 30]. In
general, analytical solutions of equations are difficult to obtain. Therefore,
many researchers focus on numerical solutions of IDEs problem, for instance,
evolutionary computational intelligence [14], the priori Nystrom-method [8],
and spline collocation methods [18]. In this paper, we concentrate on finding
numerical solutions to the first-order Fredholm integro-differential equation
(FIDE), which is defined as follows
′

y (t) = p(t)y(t) + f (t) +

Z

b

K(t, u)y(u)du,

a ≤ t ≤ b,

(1.1)

a

y(a) = ya , where the functions f (t), p(t) and the kernel K(t, u) are known
and y(t) is the solution to be determined.
In 1988, Schneider and Werner [23] proposed the barycentric rational interpolants, which has the advantages of avoiding ill-conditioning and good
stability compared with polynomial interpolants. Therefore, in recent years,
more and more researchers [20, 29] are interested in it. Its significant application is that the linear rational finite difference (LRFD) method [19, 22, 28],
which comes from by using the derivative of linear barycentric rational interpolants (LBRI) function to approximate the derivative of the interpolated
function. In 2018, Abdi et al. introduced the LFRD method for a class
of delay Volterra integro-differential equations [1] and systems of Volterra
integro-differential equations [2]. In 2019, Abdi and Hosseini, in collaboration with other researchers, have further studied the LRFD for stiff ODEs
[3] and stiff VIEs [4]. These applications of the LRFD method inspired us to
apply it to solve the FIDE problem. In this paper, we use the 3-point LRFD
(3LRFD) method combined with the composite trapezoidal (CT) quadrature
formula respectively to discretize the differential part and integral part of
the FIDE to generate linear systems. This combination of the linear rational
finite difference discretization scheme and the composite trapezoidal quadrature scheme is referred to as the linear rational finite difference-quadrature
discretization scheme.
Solving any linear system which is generated from the discretization process of any observed problem has attracted many studies to produce the fast
numerical solution of the linear system. For instance, in 1991, Abdullah [10]
first introduced the half-sweep iteration concept via the four-point explicit
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decoupled group iterative method for solving the two-dimensional Poisson
equation. Clearly the author has shown that the main idea of half-sweep
iteration is to take only half of the number of entire points in the solution
domain of the observed problem. As a result, the half-sweep iteration concept can reduce the complexity of calculation in the iterative process, which
naturally led to the reduction of the number of iterations and execution time.
Due to its advantage in terms of the low computational complexity in implementing this concept, several applications of the half-sweep iteration concept
have been extensively carried out to investigate its performance of finding
the numerical solution for fuzzy boundary value problem [6, 7], robotic path
planning [11, 12], and two-dimensional free space wave propagation problem
[21, 25]. By taking these advantages into account, we extend the application of the half-sweep iteration concept with the Successive Over-Relaxation
(SOR) method, namely HSSOR, to obtain the numerical solution of linear
systems, which are generated by using the corresponding 3-point linear rational finite difference-quadrature approximate equation. In the next section,
the formulations of the full- and half-sweep 3LRFD, namely 3FSLRFD and
3HSLRFD, CT and the SOR iteration family are elaborated. Some numerical experiments are demonstrated in Section 3 to validate the efficiency and
accuracy of the constructed methods in this paper. In the end, the conclusion
is given.

2

Methodology

As mentioned in the introduction, our main purpose is to find the numerical
solution of the FIDE. In this study, the solution process can be mainly divided
into two steps. The first step is to apply 3HSLRFD formula and half-sweep
composite trapezoidal (HSCT) quadrature scheme respectively to discretize
the differential and integral terms of the FIDE to get the approximate equation of the problem (1.1). The second step is to implement 3-point half-sweep
SOR (3HSSOR) method to accelerate the solution process and find the numerical solution of the approximate equation for the problem (1.1). In this
section, we will introduce 3HSLRFD, HSCT and HSSOR methods in detail.
Before we introduce the rational finite difference-quadrature discretization
scheme, the following discussion attempts to give the explanation of these
described formulas.
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Derivation of Half-Sweep Rational Finite DifferenceQuadrature Approximate Equation

In order to find the numerical solution to problem (1.1), we firstly divide
the solution domain, [a, b] of problem (1.1) into N subintervals of equal step
length h = (b−a)
, ti = ui = a + ih, i = 0, 1, · · · , N. In this study, the value of
N
N is given by N = 2p , p ≥ 1. Based on the full-sweep iteration concept, the
general solution process takes out all the partition points. However, the halfsweep iteration method is that we only take out the even partition points.
The distribution of grid points is shown in Figure 1 a) and b) are standard
or full-sweep iteration method and half-sweep iteration method respectively.
Compared with h for each grid size of the full sweep iteration, each grid size
of the half sweep iteration is 2h, so it is reasonable that the latter has a fast
convergence rate.

Figure 1: Distribution of the uniform mesh size for full-and half-sweep cases.

Referring to Figure 1 and considering the distribution of uniformly node
points in the half-sweep case, we start to make the combination between
the half-sweep iteration method alone with LFRD and CT schemes respectively to construct both new schemes, namely HSLRFD, and HSCT. Further, we attempt to apply both newly established formulas to quickly and
accurately obtain the numerical solution of the problem (1.1). To do this
matter, we need to discuss how to get the 3-point half-sweep linear rational
finite difference-quadrature approximate equation via both newly established
schemes.
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3-Point Linear Half-Sweep Rational Finite Difference Method

In this subsection, we need to construct the 3HSLRFD formula. As mentioned in Section 1, LRFD method [19, 22] are based on LBRI. Compared
with the half-sweep LBRI (HSLBRI) and HSLRFD formulas proposed in this
paper, the previous LBRI and LRFD formulas are also called FSLBRI and
FSLRFD respectively.
Let t0 , t1 , · · · , tm be (m+1) real abscissas and y(t0 ), y(t1), · · · , y(tm ) corresponding values. The FSLBRI [20, 23] to these data will here be an expression
of the form
ξFj
m
X
y(ti )
t−tj
YFm (t) =
(2.2)
m
P ξFj ,
j=0

j=0

t−tj

In 2007, Floater et al. [29] gave a specific expression of weights ξj , j =
0, 1, · · · , m (0 ≤ d ≤ m). For equispaced nodes, the weights formulas are
ξFj

(−1)j−d X
=
2d
k∈J

d
j−k

Fj



, JFj := (k ∈ 0, 1, · · · , m − d : j−d ≤ k ≤ j). (2.3)

In 2011, Berrut et al. [22] introduced the differentiation of FSLBRI, the formula of FSLRFD to approximate the first derivative of y(t) on t0 , t1 , · · · , tm
is written as
m

′

y (ti ) ≈

YF′ m (ti )

where
DFi,j

1X
DFi,j y(tj ),
=
h j=0

i = 0, 1, · · · , m,

ξ
F
1

),
j 6= i,
 ξFj ( i−j
i
m
=
P

DFi,l , j = i.
−

(2.4)

(2.5)

l=0;l6=i

Based on the idea of the half-sweep iteration method introduced in section 2.1 and the Equations (2.2)-(2.5) in this section. The HSLBRI to
t0 , t2 , · · · , tm (m here and below is even) will be constructed as
YHm (t) =

m
X

j=0,2

ξHj
t−tj
m
P

y(ti )

j=0,2

ξHj
t−tj

,

(2.6)
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where
ξ Hj

j
(−1) 2 −d X
=
2d

d

k∈JHj

j
−k
2



j
j
m
− d : − d ≤ k ≤ ).
2
2
2

, JHj := (k ∈ 0, 1, · · · ,

(2.7)
So, the the formula of HSLRFD to approximate the first derivative of y(t)
on t0 , t2 , · · · , tm is written as
′

y (ti ) ≈

YH′ m (ti )

where
DHi,j

m
1 X
=
DHi,j y(tj ),
h j=0,2

i = 0, 2, · · · , m,

ξ
H
1

),
j 6= i,
 ξHj ( i−j
i
m
P
=

DHi,l , j = i.
−

(2.8)

(2.9)

l=0,2;l6=i

Considering the Equations (2.6)-(2.9), we quickly get the 3-point HSLRFD
(3HSLRFD) formula, whose expression is
y ′ (ti ) = Y ′ (ti ) + e(ti ) i = 2, 4, · · · , N,

(2.10)

where e(ti ) is the truncation error and

Yt′i

where

=


i+2
P

1

Di,j y(tj ),
 2h

1

 2h

Di,j

j=i−2,i
i
P

i = 2, 4, · · · , N − 2,
(2.11)

Di,j y(tj ), i = N,

j=i−4,i−2

 ξi,j 1
j 6= i,

 ξi,i ( i−j ),
= −(DN,N −4 + DN,N −2 ), j = i = N.


−(Di,i−2 + Di,i+2 ),
others.

(2.12)

In this study, we apply the 3HSLRFD formula to discretize the differential
part of problem (1.1) in order to derive the corresponding rational finite
difference-quadrature approximate equation for problem (1.1). we mainly
focused on the 3HSLRFD at d = 1, and the corresponding value of ξi,j and
Di,j can be shown in Tables 1 and 2. Then the corresponding order of error
accuracy can be obtained from Klein and Berrut [19] as |e(ti )| = O(h).
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Table 1: The values of ξi,j
ξ
/ξ
ξ /ξ
i = 2, 4, · · · , N − 2 i,i−2 1N,N −4 i,i N,N −2
1
−2
Table 2: The values of Di.j
Di,i−2 Di,i
i = 2, 4, · · · , N − 2
0
− 14
Di,i−4 Di,i−2
i=N
1
-1
4
2.1.2

ξi,i+2 /ξN,N
− 12

Di,i+2
1
4

Di,i
3
4

Half-Sweep Quadrature Method

In this subsection, we attempt to present the HSCT scheme. The integral
term in Equation (1.1) need to be discretized by applying the HSCT scheme
from the family of quadrature methods to construct approximate equations
coincide with the differential term. Generally, the quadrature formula can
be expressed as
Z

b

y(u)du =
a

N
X

CFj y(uj ) + δn (y),

(2.13)

j=0

where CFj are independent numerical coefficients and δn (y) is the truncation
error. To construct the formula of the approximate equations for problem
(1.1), we consider the CT method. Thus, the CFj based on CT method can
be shown as follows:
(
1
h, j = 0, N,
CF j = 2
(2.14)
h,
j = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1.
In our paper, we also call Equation (2.13) the FSCT. The HSCT formula is
obtained by combining the half-sweep iteration method with the CT method
as follows:
Z b
N
X
y(u)du =
Cj y(uj ) + δen (y),
(2.15)
a

where

j=0,2

(
h, j = 0, N,
Cj =
2h, j = 2, 4, · · · , N − 2.

(2.16)
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By substituting Equations (2.11), (2.12), (2.15) and (2.16) into Equation
(1.1), a general form of the half-sweep rational finite difference-quadrature
approximate equation can be constructed as

i+2
N
X

1 X


Di,j yj = pi yi + fi +
Cj Ki,j yj ,
i = 2, 4, · · · , N − 2,


h
j=i−2,i
j=0,2
i
N

X

1 X


Di,j yj = pi yi + fi +
Cj Ki,j yj , i = N,

h
j=i−4,i−2
j=0,2

(2.17)

where yi = y(ti ), pi = p(ti ), fi = f (ti ), Ki,j = K(ti , uj ).
Based on the approximation in Equation (2.17), the corresponding linear
systems can be constructed which can be easily shown as

f = M T M, Fe = M T F ,
where M

F = f2 +

1
y
4h 0

fye = Fe,
M

(2.18)


T
ye = y2 , y4 , · · · , yN −2 , yN ,

+ hK2,0 y0 , f4 + hK4,0 y0 , · · · , fN −2 + hKN −2,0 y0 , fN + hKN,0 y0

Clearly it can be observed that the main characteristic of the coefficient
f for the linear system (2.18) is large-scale and dense matric. In the
matric, M
next subsection, we proceed to the second step, namely finding the numerical
solution of the linear system (2.18).

2.2

T

,

Formulation of Half-Sweep Successive Over-Relaxation
Method

We have already known that the half-sweep iteration method can reduce the
complexity of iteration and thus accelerate the convergence rate. Here, we
combine the half-sweep iteration method with the SOR method [11, 21, 24,
26, 27, 28] to obtain the HSSOR method, and then apply the HSSOR method
to get the numerical solution of the linear system (2.18).
To start the discussion of constructing the formulation of the HSSOR itf as the summation
erative method, let us decompose the coefficient matrix M
of three matrices which is expressed as follows
f= D
e −L
e − U,
e
M

(2.19)
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e L
e and U
e are diagonal, strictly lower triangular and strictly upwhere D,
per triangular matrices respectively. Thus, the general formula for HSSOR
iterative method can be written as
e − ω L)
e −1 ((1 − ω)D
e + ω U)e
e y (k) + ω(D
e − ω L)
e −1 Fe,
ye(k+1) = (D

(2.20)

where ω is a weighted parameter.
In getting the numerical solution, the SOR iteration family such as FSSOR and HSSOR, which is stated in the previous section is used to solve
the system of linear equations iteratively with the approximate solution to
the vector ye. The iteration process of these three iterative methods is continued until the solution is within a predetermined acceptable bound on the
e L
e and U
e as per stated in
error. By determining the values of matrices D,
Equation (2.19), the general algorithm for HSSOR method to solve the linear
system (2.18) can be described as in Algorithm 2.1. Here we apply MATLAB
software, using the matrix method to achieve the Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1. HSSOR method
a) Initializing all the parameters. Set k = 0, and ye(0) = [0, 0, · · · , 0]T .
b) For k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , perform
i) Calculate
e − ω L)
e −1 (((1 − ω)D
e + ω U)e
e y (k) + ω Fe).
ye(k+1) = (D

ii) Convergence test. If the error of tolerance ye(k+1) − ye(k) ≤ σ =
10−10 is satisfied, then go step c).
c) Display the numerical solution.
Now, we analyse the computational complexity of FSSOR method and
HSSOR method from the perspective of arithmetic operation of each iteration. Based on algorithm 2.1, we can calculate that each iteration of the
2
2
HSSOR method requires N4 + N2 additions/subtractions and N4 + N multiplications/divisions, while that of the FSSOR method requires N 2 + N additions/subtractions and N 2 + 2N multiplications/divisions. Compared with
the FSSOR method, the HSSOR method greatly reduces the computational
complexity.

3

Results and Discussion

In this section, we give three examples of first-order linear FIDE problem.
Through these three examples, we can more convincingly verify the effective-
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ness of the methods we established in the second section for solving problem
(1.1).
Example 3.1. [30] Consider the linear FIDE of first order
1
y (t) = 1 − t +
3
′

Z

1

tuy(u)du,

0 ≤ t ≤ 1,

(3.21)

0

with its initial condition y(0) = 0, and exact solution is y(t) = t.
Example 3.2. [9][Section 4.4.2, Example 2] Consider the linear FIDE of
first order
Z 1
1
1
′
y (t) = − t +
tuy(u)du, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
(3.22)
6 18
0

with its initial condition y(0) = 0, and exact solution is y(t) = 61 t.

Example 3.3. [9][Section 4.4.2, Example 1] Consider the linear FIDE of
first order
1
1
y (t) = cos(t) + t −
4
4
′

Z

π
2

tuy(u)du,

0 ≤ t ≤ 1,

(3.23)

0

with its initial condition y(0) = 0, and exact solution is y(t) = sin(t).
For these three examples, the numerical solutions are obtained by implementing the HSSOR, FSSOR and FSGS methods respectively, in which the
controlling roles of the FSSOR method and FSGS method are played. At the
same, we carry out MATLAB software to do a lot of numerical experiments,
and compare the results from three aspects of the number of iterations (Iterations), the execution time (Time) in seconds and the maximum values of
absolute errors (Error). The corresponding results are displayed in Tables 3
to 5.
From Table 3 to Table 5, it can be intuitively seen that for the values
of the first two parameters, that is, the Iterations and Time. The values
obtained by the HSSOR method are the lowest, while the values obtained by
the opposite FSGS method are the highest, that is, the HSSOR method has
the fastest convergence, followed by the FSSOR method, and FSGS method
is the slowest. For the last parameter Error, it can be pointed out that the
accuracy of all proposed iterative methods is in a good agreement. Finally,
we show the percentage reduction of the first two parameters obtained by the
FSSOR method and the HSSOR method compared with the values obtained
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Table 3: Comparison of three parameters for three different iterative methods
at Example 3.1.
N
Parameters
Methods
64
128
256
512
1024
FSGS-3LRFD
41584
14046
495795
1789532
6515849
FSSOR-3LRFD
547
1044
2001
3874
8041
Iterations
(ω)
(1.961017) (1.979581) (1.989566) (1.994722) (1.997494)
HSSOR-3LRFD
320
547
1044
2001
3874
(ω)
(1.928139) (1.961017) (1.979581) (1.989566) (1.994722)
FSGS-3LRFD
0.2088
0.9906
6.9489
60.8101 1895.7701
Time
FSSOR-3LRFD
0.0028
0.0068
0.0291
0.1743
2.2537
HSSOR-3LRFD
0.0012
0.0027
0.0100
0.0305
0.1492
FSGS-3LRFD 2.3215E-05 5.7183E-06 1.2026E-06 7.3113E-07 2.0422E-06
Error
FSSOR-3LRFD 2.3249E-05 5.8112E-06 1.4513E-06 3.6129E-07 9.3526E-08
HSSOR-3LRFD 9.3018E-05 2.3249E-05 5.8112E-06 1.4513E-06 3.6129E-07

Table 4: Comparison of three parameters for three different iterative methods
at Example 3.2.
N
Parameters
Methods
64
128
256
512
1024
FSGS-3LRFD
37141
124500
435527
1555552
5594038
FSSOR-3LRFD
526
1013
1752
3760
7414
Iterations
(ω)
(1.961228) (1.980999) (1.989222) (1.995124) (1.997552)
HSSOR-3LRFD
296
526
1013
1752
3760
(ω)
(1.928726) (1.961228) (1.980999) (1.989222) (1.995124)
FSGS-3LRFD
0.1964
1.0987
7.1231
59.4149 1430.5265
Time
FSSOR-3LRFD
0.0029
0.0101
0.0315
0.1626
2.0271
HSSOR-3LRFD
0.0011
0.0024
0.0097
0.0309
0.1388
FSGS-3LRFD 3.8377E-06 8.7422E-07 2.6501E-07 7.3113E-07 2.0421E-06
Error
FSSOR-3LRFD 3.8742E-06 9.7089E-07 2.4471E-07 6.3816E-08 1.8814E-08
HSSOR-3LRFD 1.5502E-05 3.8742E-06 9.7089E-07 2.4471E-07 6.3816E-08
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Table 5: Comparison of three parameters for three different iterative methods
at Example 3.3.
N
P.
Methods
64
128
256
512
FSGS-3LRFD
25786
92868
340451
1255513
FSSOR-3LRFD
463
845
1710
3205
I.
(ω)
(1.949431) (1.973541) (1.987117) (1.993322)
HSSOR-3LRFD
246
463
845
1710
(ω)
(1.902434) (1.949431) (1.973541) (1.987117)
FSGS-3LRFD
0.1331
0.8219
5.8326
47.7569
T. FSSOR-3LRFD
0.0025
0.0086
0.0291
0.1359
HSSOR-3LRFD
0.0009
0.0026
0.0064
0.0280
FSGS-3LRFD 7.0823E-05 1.7668E-05 4.3335E-06 8.5428E-07
E. FSSOR-3LRFD 7.0842E-05 1.7706E-05 4.4253E-06 1.1081E-06
HSSOR-3LRFD 2.8359E-04 7.0842E-05 1.7706E-05 4.4253E-06
by the FSGS method, which are as high as about 99%, as shown in Table 6.
To sum up, considering these three methods comprehensively, the HSSOR
method is the best choice.

Table 6: Percentage reductions of number of iterations and execution time of
FSSOR and HSSOR method relative to FSGS method in solving Examples
3.1 to 3.3 by implementing 3LRFD-CT formulas.
Example
Methods
Iterations
Time
FSGS-3LRFD 98.68%-99.88% 98.66%-99.88%
1
HSSOR-3LRFD 99.61%-99.94% 99.43%-99.95%
FSGS-3LRFD 98.58%-99.87% 99.43%-99.95%
2
HSSOR-3LRFD 99.20%-99.93% 99.44%-99.99%
FSGS-3LRFD 98.20%-99.86% 98.12%-99.93%
3
HSSOR-3LRFD 98.39%-99.93% 98.95%-99.99%

1024
4629343
6317
(1.996656)
3205
(1.993322)
2513.6701
1.7727
0.1319
1.7465E-06
2.7851E-07
1.1081E-06
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have succesfully constructed 3HSLRFD, HSCT and HSSOR
methods by combining the half-sweep iteration method with LRFD, CT and
SOR methods.Then, we apply these three methods to find the numerical solution of problem (1.1). In order to verify the effectiveness of the HSSOR
method based on the 3HSLRFD-HSCT methods, we take the FSSOR method
and FSGS method as control, and confirmed the value of the method proposed in this paper through three examples. This significant result is not
only due to the good approximation of the 3HSLFRD method, but also because the half-sweep iteration has the advantage of accelerating convergence.
Due to the advantage of the SOR iteration family, which is categorised as
the one weighted parameter iteration family, this study should be extended
to deal with the application of the two parameter iteration family mainly on
MSOR [26, 27] and AOR [5, 13] iteration families.
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